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At Karndean we see 
flooring differently...

We travel the world in our quest to bring you  

exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  

ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  

and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs. 
 

By combining these original features with cutting  

edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

that you’ll love for a lifetime.
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Product overview
We offer three types of product:

 Gluedown, loose lay and rigid core.

Below is a guide to which product type may suit your space. Each product offers various benefits  

for different applications. To find out which product best suits your needs, we recommend you  

speak to your local flooring retailer. 

Gluedown 

Our gluedown ranges are individual planks and tiles that are stuck down using permanent adhesive. 

Loose lay

Our loose lay ranges are individual planks and tiles that have a K-Wave friction grip and acoustic backing. Its 
friction grip backing can be stuck down using a tacky adhesive. 

Rigid core

Our rigid core products, are floating floor with a click-locking mechanism that clicks together individual planks. 
It has an inbuilt acoustic backing that requires no adhesive.

Wide range of designs Design capabilities 

No expansion gap required Suitable for any budget

Individually replaceable Acoustic qualities

Quick and easy to install No expansion gap required

Enables preservation of existing floor 5G® click-locking mechanism

Hides subfloor imperfections Quick and easy to install

Acoustic qualities Installs over most existing hard floors
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Why Karndean?
All the benefits of Karndean Designflooring...

Realistic designs

Easy to clean  
and look after 

Kid friendlyPet friendly

Waterproof

Environmentally friendly Compatible with

underfloor heating

Lifetime warrantyComfortable underfoot

Quiet compared to other 
hard floors

K-Guard+

Durable

Hygienic

Resists indentation
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Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

Installs over most 
existing hard floors 
and hides subfloor 
imperfections

http://
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K-Core Technology

Our proprietary K-Core technology 
ensures a stronger, more stable core 

for installation over most existing 
hard floors without the worry of 

exposing subfloor imperfections, 
and it’s 100% waterproof.

5G® Locking Mechanism

Using a single action installation 
method, the 5G® mechanism allows 
the installer to quickly click and lock 

planks together.

Stability Layer

This layer assists with 
dimensional stability and 

aids indentation resistance 
and recovery.

K-Guard+ Surface Protection

Our K-Guard+ surface protection
system uses PU technology to provide a

hygienic and durable finish.
Clear PVC Embossed Wear Layer

Provides superior protection from 
everyday wear and tear.

High Definition Photographic Layer

Showcasing the unique design
of each Karndean product;

handcrafted for one of a kind
beautiful floors.

Acoustic Backing

Our pre-attached acoustic foam backing
makes our rigid core products quieter to walk on 

than laminate or engineered hard floors, and 
reduces noise transfer to rooms below.

Rigid core’s premium construction

Why rigid core?
Rigid core’s unique benefits...

Acoustic qualities
Reduces noise transfer to rooms, making 

it perfect for upstairs bedrooms, rumpus 

rooms, attic conversions and apartments.

Quick and easy to install
Quick and easy to install with a 5G® 

vertical click locking system.

Installs over most 
existing hard floors
Rigid core can be installed over most 

existing hard floor coverings.

5G® click-locking mechanism
Get all of the benefits of rigid core with the 

added security of the superior 5G® vertical 
click-locking mechanism that is backed by our 
lifetime HoldSafe warranty.

Hides subfloor imperfections
Minor subfloor imperfections won’t show 

through our rigid core backing, meaning 

most installations won’t require the use of 

levelling compounds or underlayments.

Enables preservation of 
existing floor
Because our rigid core products are 

designed to be installed without glue and in 

most cases without levelling compounds or 

underlayments, the existing floor can usually 

be fully preserved.

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®

5G® is a patented technology invented by Välinge Innovation AB.  
The 5G® word mark and logo are registered trademarks owned by Välinge Innovation AB.



Nimbus Oak RKP8205
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Our Korlok range features 
1420mm x 225mm planks with 

proprietary K-Core technology, a 
5G® click-locking mechanism  

and a specially formulated 
acoustic backing.

Together these layers form 
a product that is strong and 

stable, and able to be installed 
quickly and easily over most 

existing hard floors, as well as 
over imperfect subfloors. Plus, 

Korlok offers impressive acoustic 
benefits in reducing noise 

transfer to rooms below.

Korlok

http://
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Spotted Gum

The Spotted Gum tree flourishes in coastal areas along the 

Eastern seaboard of Australia, ranging from the mountains 

of the Great Dividing Range to the sunshine coast of 

Queensland. Large amounts of sapwood can be seen 

within the boards and this adds to the blend of features that 

make the product so distinctive. Even when coloured, the 

sap creates a tonal plank that will work in all interiors. 

Where we sourced our 

inspiration for Korlok...

Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120 
(pg 18)

Australian Ghost Gum

These boards were taken from the evergreen, fast 

growing species that is native to central Australia.  

The linear grain is caused by the tree’s speed of growth 

and results in beautiful colour variation. This variation in 

colour hues creates a striking canvas that will add impact 

in any interior yet will also work with many other objects 

to create a harmonious space. 

Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119

(pg 10, 17)
Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118

(pg 16)

Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119
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Butternut

Often referred to as white walnut, the original butternut 

planks were sourced from the Eastern parts of the United 

States. Real butternut is even softer than walnut, making 

it highly impractical when it comes to flooring, but with 

Korlok you have the beauty of the real wood in a highly 

durable format.

Washed Butternut RKP8108
(pg 21) 

Blackbutt

A quintessential Australian hardwood that takes its name 

from the lower half of the tree’s trunk which is blackened 

by the fierce forest fires that both destroy, and then 

renew. These boards were sourced from the very North 

of New South Wales where thick forests merge with the 

beautiful coastline. Great care was taken to retain the 

oozing sap lines that add to the distinctive linear grain 

and bleed into the timber. 

Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106 
(pg 20)

Natural Blackbutt RKP8121 
(pg 11, 19)

Natural Blackbutt RKP8121
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Texas Ash

Ash boards are dominated by an attractive straight grain 

with just the occasional hint of a flowery grain. In its natural 

format, the wood is a consistent, neutral colour due to the 

tree’s growth in limestone soil types with very little rainfall.

Warm Ash RKP8103
(pg 23)

Texas White Ash RKP8105 
(pg 22)

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

(pg 6, 24)

Canadian Oak

These nature grade planks feature a straight grain detail 

which is then blended with a small amount of character 

grade wood to produce a clean, neutral floor design.

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

(pg 12, 25)

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116
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Painted Acacia

This beautiful species is rarely seen in modern flooring 

due to its strong colouration and irregular appearance. 

The natural product is difficult to alter due to its impervious 

nature, so after a light wire brushing to unearth the 

internal beauty of this timber, we “painted” the boards to 

darken and neutralise the original red tones, resulting in a 

beautiful, unique design that really has the wow factor.

Stained Acacia RKP8213
(pg 54)

Frosted Acacia RKP8201
(pg 54)

Baltic Oak

The distinctive markings of the Baltic Oaks were achieved 

by mixing grades, from ultra-prime to nature grade 

boards. The original planks were machine brushed to 

create a unique open grain and coloured oils were hand 

applied to create a limed effect.

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101 
(pg 13, 26)

Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112 
(pg 27)

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101



English Oak

This characterful oak was sourced from the ancient British 

woodland of South Oxfordshire. Its weathered look allows 

for a muted yet distinctive floor while the tonal variation 

across the boards creates an appealing blended effect. 

European Oak

These European boards were hand selected as a trusted raw 

material and canvas to work with. The light speckling seen 

within the tight grains occurs due to the rapid dehydration of 

the boards once felled. We then hand applied coloured oils to 

produce on-trend colours to complement the existing range.

Shadow Oak RKP8203
(pg 14, 54)

Carbon Oak RKP8210
(pg 14, 54)

Nimbus Oak RKP8205
(pg 8, 14)
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Nimbus Oak RKP8205



Brushed Oak

This batch of European Oak boards were hand selected to 

create a combination of flowery and straight grain boards 

and then brushed to heighten this interesting grain 

pattern. The subtle texture of the original planks, which 

comes across in the final emboss, adds a subtle layer of 

detail to the individuality of this product. 

Grey Brushed Oak RKP8216
(pg 15, 54)

American Barnwood

The marvellous rusticity and rotary saw markings of this 

salvaged American lumber create an unmistakably unique 

floor with unlimited potential for application. The heavy 

tonal shifts within this product have been enhanced by 

layers of natural, hand-applied finishing oils. The lively 

colours and character shifts generate an eye-catching 

floor and promote the wood’s extreme variation of 

features, providing a real statement floor for any interior.

Silver Barnwood RKP8208
(pg 15, 54)

Light Barnwood RKP8207
(pg 15, 54)
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Light Barnwood RKP8207



Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118
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Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119
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Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120
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Natural Blackbutt RKP8121
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Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106
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Washed Butternut RKP8108
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Texas White Ash RKP8105
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Warm Ash RKP8103
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Washed Grey Ash RKP8104
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Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116
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Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101
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Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112
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To complete your new Korlok flooring, we have four colour matched accessories in all the Korlok designs to 
compliment your floor.

Quad Slim Trim

Stair Nosing End Cap

Used to conceal the gap at the wall. Can be attached either 
directly to the wall or an existing skirting board.

Length (ea): 2.3m

Can be used in three types of applications:

• Reducer: To transition from Korlok to a different floorcovering, or 
different level floorcovering or subfloor.

Required for stair cases and step downs to split levels.*

Length (ea): 2.3m

Used to butt up to vertical edges where a quad is unsuitable. For 
example, aluminium door frames, aluminium door sills, ceramic 
tiles or glued carpets.

Length (ea): 2.3m

19.05mm

19.05mm

19.05mm

19.05mm

14.29mm

19.05mm

6.35mm

3.18mm

50.8mm50.8mm

6.35mm

3.18mm

14.29mm

19.05mm

2.0mm

38.1mm

50.8mm50.08mm

38.1mm

2.0mm

6.35mm

12.7mm
5.56mm

4.76mm

2.38mm

11.91mm

12.7mm

34.92mm

2.38mm

34.92mm

12.7mm

4.76mm

5.56mm

2.38mm

12.7mm
2.38mm

6.35mm 11.91mm

Australian Ghost Gum Quad 
KASC8120

Australian Ghost Gum Quad 
KASC8120

Texas White Ash Slim Trim 
KAST8105

Washed Grey Ash Slim Trim
KAST8104

Texas White Ash End Cap 
KAEC8105

Texas White Ash End Cap 
KAEC8105

Weathered Spotted Gum Stair 
Nose KASN8119

Weathered Spotted Gum Stair 
Nose KASN8119

• Expansion joint cover: Required for Korlok at every 15 metres 
in any direction.

• Joint cover: For transitions between floorcoverings of a similar 
level.

Length (ea): 2.3m

*Please contact Karndean technical team on 1800 331 170 for slip resistance value.

Korlok accessories
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Standard Result

Size 1420 x 225 mm

Thickness ISO 24346 6.5 mm

Locking system* 5G® Fold Down installation system

Wear layer ISO 24340 0.50 mm

Surface treatment K-Guard+ PU coating

Warranty Commercial   
Domestic   

15 years wear**
Lifetime wear**

Bevelled edge            Micro

Standards EN 16511 Pass: Multilayer modular floorcovering 
panels

Classification 
ISO 10874 Commercial
ISO 10874 Domestic     

33: Commercial heavy
23: Domestic heavy

Reaction to fire AS ISO 9239.1 2003 CRF: 6.8 kW/m²
Smoke value: 154% min.

Staining EN 438-2 Pass (grade 5)

Light fastness EN ISO 105-B02 Pass ≥6

Abrasion resistance EN13329 Annex E Pass 4000 cycles

Furniture chair leg EN 424 Pass (no visible damage)

Dimensional stability BS EN ISO 23999 Pass ≤0.25%

Swelling ISO 24336 Pass (0.2 %)

Acoustic impact noise  

reduction

EN ISO 10140-1:2016 and EN ISO 
10140-3:2010+A1:2015       

NCC F5.3(a) requirement of ≤62 dB  
under ISO 717.2:2013

G6.3.2 impact insulation class ≥55  IIC

ASTM E492-09

Lw= 21 dB

Ln,w = 52 dB

 
Pass 
IIC 62   

Suitable for use on upper floors of residential high rise apartment buildings 
without the need for a separate acoustic underlay 

Indentation - residual ISO 24343-1 ≤0.1 mm

Impact resistance EN13329 Annex F Pass ≥1800 mm

Castor chair continuous use ISO 4918/EN 425 Pass 25 000 cycles

Thermal resistance ISO 8302 0.0515 m²K/W
Suitable for underfloor heating  
max 27°C

Slip resistance*** AS4586:2013 Appendix D R10

Environmental Floorscore SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0 Indoor air quality certified; 
Compliant low emitting VOC emissions.

Indoor Air Comfort Gold certification 
Compliant low emitting VOC emissions.

Environmental Product Declaration Product-specific Type III EPD (products 
with external third-party verification)

NSF/ANSI 332 Sustainability Assessment for Resilient 
Floor Coverings; Silver certified product

Adhesive None required; please install according to our installation instructions. 

Recycling Suitable

Phthalate free Yes

Technical specification

*   5G® is a patented technology invented by Välinge Innovation AB. The 5G® word mark and 
logo are registered trademarks owned by Välinge Innovation AB and any use of such marks 
is under license.  

** Subject to terms. 

***  Slip resistance is measured on freestanding ex-factory product. Slip resistance can 
be affected by many factors including but not limited to: product installation and 
underlayment, surface contamination, use, wear and how the product is maintained. 
Textural variation along the surface of the product can affect nominal values.
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Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T
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Our popular Van Gogh 
collection captures the look  

of real wood in a variety of 
colours and designs from 

traditional rustic to cool 
contemporary. Large planks, 
distinctive grain details and a 

subtle texture create a style that 
works in any space. 

Van Gogh
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Spotted Gum

Growing at up to 45 metres in height, the iconic Spotted 

Gum flourishes in coastal areas along the eastern 

seaboard of Australia, ranging from the mountains of the 

Great Dividing Range to the sunshine coast of Queensland. 

The characteristics of this beautiful timber result in easily 

identifiable flooring planks. The slender trunks have 

smooth bark, which sheds in patches giving it a spotted 

appearance. Large amounts of sapwood can be seen 

within the boards, adding to the blend of features that make 

the product so distinctive. Karndean Designflooring hand-

picked a stunning selection of this timber and applied tonal 

influences for a timeless floor that suits all interiors.

Where we sourced our 

inspiration for Van Gogh...

Reclaimed Redwood  
SCB-VGW99T (pg 37)

Redwood

The original inspiration for these Van Gogh designs was 

American Redwood reclaimed from railway sleepers 

used in the national rail network Growing in the foggy 

coastal forest of the Pacific, these trees are exposed to 

the salty ocean air and over the years have been able 

to cope with and withstand the weathering properties of 

their climate. Embracing the appeal reclaimed woods, 

our product designers were drawn to the unique detail 

and texture of the redwood trees, which over the years 

had aged beautifully. When our Karndean designers got 

their hands on the original wood, they applied a range of 

techniques, including sanding it down to reveal the grain 

details in the timber. Our Van Gogh redwood designs are 

rustic, industrial looking planks that will give homeowners 

and designers alike the look of reclaimed woods without 

the practical drawbacks of real timber such as splintering, 

cracking and warping.

Lemon Spotted Gum  
SCB-VGW104T (pg 30, 47)

Mountain Spotted Gum  
SCB-VGW103T (pg 39)

Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T 

(pg 41)
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Oak

The inspiration behind our Van Gogh oak designs was the

unique colour of the timber provided by these majestic

trees. Sourcing oak originating from the ancient British

woodlands of South Oxfordshire, our Karndean product

designers were drawn in by the rich hues. However, once

they had sanded down and waxed the timber, the true

vibrancy of not only the colour, but also the distinctive

grain details were brought to life. With five oak designs

in our Van Gogh range, we have a design and tone to suit

any room.

White Washed Oak  
SCB-VGW80T (pg 45) 

Country Oak  
SCB-VGW81T (pg 33, 34) 

Classic Oak  

SCB-VGW86T (pg 35) 

Honey Oak  
SCB-VGW94T (pg 44) 

Hessian Oak  
SCB-VGW93T (pg 38) 

Country Oak SCB-VGW81T



Country Oak SCB-VGW81T
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Classic Oak SCB-VGW86T
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Birch SCB-VGW84T
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Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T

37
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Hessian Oak SCB-VGW93T
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Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T

39
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Frosted Birch SCB-VGW83T
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Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T

41
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Lancewood SCB-VGW44T
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Rimu SCB-VGW49T

43
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Honey Oak SCB-VGW94T
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White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T
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Ebony SCB-VGW89T
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Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T
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Van Gogh accessories

To complete your Van Gogh rigid core floor we have five colour coordinated accessories for each design. 
Our accessories are custom made with unique features such as tapered base plates to suit inbuilt underlay 
and come in convenient 2.3m lengths for ease of transport and handling. All of our accessories are 
suitable for residential and light commercial use.

Multi Trim 

As its name suggests, the Multi Trim fulfills a 
number of functions.

1. Expansion Joint cover. For installations 
over 15m in length or width an expansion 
joint must be made (usually placed across 
a door opening). 

2. Transition. For joining to carpet where 
the trim provides cover for both the 
expansion gap of the floating floor and 
protection from the pins in carpet  

 
 

smooth-edge, as well as normal height 
transitions.

3. Reducer/Ramp. The top cover can be 
angled to provide a reducer strip down to 
substrate level,  
or for adjoining materials of different 
heights.

This trim comes with three inserts to allow for 
joining to a range of alternative materials of 
different thicknesses.

Stair Nosing 

Stair Nosing is a trim used for finishing of steps and staircases 
neatly. This trim is fixed to the edge of the step using permanent 
construction adhesive and mechanically where required.

This is used as a transition trim to join step treads and risers 
(upright, vertical part of the step neatly). The trim accommodates 
expansion for both tread and riser.

Edge Cap 

Edge Caps are one of the most common profiles.

They can be used for a neat finish against sliding 
doors, full height floor to ceiling windows, carpets, tiled 
areas and other floor finishes of similar height. This 
profile is glued to the floor and the floating floor slots 
into the trim, it has 19mm top coverage.

Split Edge Cap 

The Split Edge Cap is an easier to install alternative to the Edge Cap, especially on 
that all too challenging last row of planks. The base profile is installed prior to the 
installation of the floor and then the colour coordinated top cover tapped in to 
place with a rubber mallet to hide the expansion gap. 

A great option for DIY installers, the Split Edge Cap is a great 
solution for finishing to window frames, sliding doors or as a sleek 
alternative to traditional Scotia.

Scotia 

Scotia is designed to cover the gap between the 
wall and the flooring after the floor has been 
laid. Our scotia measures 19mm by 19mm and is 
made from high quality moisture resistant WPC.

It has just the right amount of flexibility to follow  
any slight inconsistencies in the wall.

Expansion Joint Cover/Transition

Reducer/Ramp

48
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Standard Result

Size 1220 x 180 mm

Thickness ISO 24346 5.5 mm

Locking system* 5G® Fold Down installation system

Wear layer ISO 24340 0.50 mm

Surface treatment K-Guard+ PU coating

Warranty Commercial   
Domestic   

15 years wear**
Lifetime wear**

Bevelled edge            Micro

Standards EN 16511 Pass: Multilayer modular floorcovering 
panels

Classification ISO 10874 Commercial
ISO 10874 Domestic     

Commercial heavy duty use
Domestic heavy duty use

Reaction to fire AS ISO 9239.1:2003 CRF: 10.4 kW/m²
Smoke value: 200% min.

Staining EN 438-2 Pass (grade 5)

Light fastness EN ISO 105-B02 Pass ≥6

Abrasion resistance EN13329 Annex E Pass <4000 cycles

Furniture chair leg EN 424 Pass (no visible damage)

Dimensional stability BS EN ISO 23999 Pass ≤0.25%

Swelling ISO 24336 Pass (0.2 %)

Acoustic impact noise  

reduction

EN ISO 10140-1:2016 and EN ISO 10140-
3:2010+A1:2015       

NCC F5.3(a) requirement of ≤62 dB  
under ISO 717.2:2013

G6.3.2 impact insulation class ≥55  IIC

ASTM E492-09

Lw= 21 dB

Ln,w = 56 dB

 
Pass

66 dB IIC   

Suitable for use on upper floors of residential high rise apartment buildings 
without the need for a separate acoustic underlay 

Indentation - residual ISO 24343-1 Pass ≤0.1 mm

Impact resistance EN13329 Annex F Pass ≥1800 mm

Thermal resistance ISO 8302 0.0515 m²K/W
Suitable for underfloor heating 
max 27 °C

Slip resistance*** AS4586:2013 Appendix D R10

Environmental Floorscore SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0 Indoor air quality certified; 
Compliant low emitting VOC emissions.

Adhesive None required; please install according to our installation instructions. 

Recycling Suitable

Phthalate free Yes

Technical specification

*   5G® is a patented technology invented by Välinge Innovation AB. The 5G® word mark and logo are registered 
trademarks owned by Välinge Innovation AB and any use of such marks is under license. 

** Subject to terms.  

***  Slip resistance is measured on freestanding ex-factory product. Slip resistance can be affected by many factors 
including but not limited to: product installation and underlayment, surface contamination, use, wear and how the 
product is maintained. Textural variation along the surface  
of the product can affect nominal values.



 Corris LM22 with DS10 5mm design strip, see page 45.

8 About us

Visit us online at www.karndean.com,
where you can...

Karndean Designflooring offers more than 200  

flooring choices across gluedown, loose lay and  

rigid core formats. Explore our complete range of 

products inspired by the look and texture of natural 

woods and stones.

See our full brochure 
for more ranges...

Find your nearest 
recommended retailer
Use our online search feature to find your nearest  

Karndean Designflooring recommended retailer. 

Simply enter your post code to see who is in your area.

www.karndean.com/far

Order samples
If you need some extra help selecting the best colour 

for your room, why not order some cutting samples? 

These are small samples designed to help you pick 

which product is right for you.

www.karndean.com/samples

Check out our helpful online tools
Not sure where to start? Use our handy Style Finder to 

narrow down your choices, or create Moodboards while 

you’re browsing to save links to your favourite products, 

images and blog posts. Once you’ve narrowed down your 

choices, try out your favourite combinations using our 

Floorstyle design tool. 

www.karndean.com/floorstyle
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Keep up-to-date with us:

Like us on Facebook karndean_anz

Follow us on Instagram karndean_anz

Follow us on Twitter @karndeanfloors

Join us on LinkedIn Karndean Designflooring ANZ

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanfloors

Find us on YouTube KarndeanDesignFloors
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If you purchased your Karndean Designflooring through a Karndean Retail Partner your warranty will have the added benefit of it being 

transferable. This means that if you sell your house within your guarantee period, you can pass the warranty on to the new owners.

To qualify for a transferable warranty, you must:

• Adhere to the terms and conditions outlined in the Purchase Warranty

• Purchase from one of our retail partners and they will provide us with your email  

address to enable us to send you your transferable warranty

For more information or to obtain your Purchase Warranty, please speak with your  

local flooring retailer or contact our Customer Service Team.

The lifetime residential warranty is defined as 35 years and protects against product wear out  

and manufacturing defects. What’s more, the warranties are now transferable to any future owners 

(subject to the terms and conditions of the Transferable Purchase Warranty). 

Transferable Purchase Warranty

Inside your  
Floor Care Kit
Regular cleaning with a pH neutral cleaner such as Karndean Clean will help keep your 

floor at its best.

Over time you may want to treat your floor to some extra care. We recommend every six 

to twelve months, depending on wear, that you strip and refresh your floor  

using Karndean Remove and Karndean Refresh, to further  

enhance its look and durability.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty

Cleaning and 
maintaining your 
Karndean floor 
 
Karndean Designflooring is hardwearing and easy to look after.  

Our enhanced surface treatment helps protect against 

everyday wear, spills and scuffs. This makes it easier and more 

environmentally friendly to clean and maintain, giving you peace  

of mind that your Karndean floor will look great for years to  

come. We have a dedicated section on the website with videos 

which explain how best to look after your Karndean floor and 

covers lots of frequently asked questions from our customers. 

Visit www.karndean.com/cleaning for more information.

We also have our own Floor Care Kits that you can order 

from your local retailers including everything you need for 

a simple cleaning routine. 
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Environmental 
Karndean Designflooring and the environment

At Karndean Designflooring we find inspiration for our products in the 

beauty of the natural world and feel passionate about bringing this into 

every product we create. In order to keep our environment protected we 

do everything we can to continuously improve our manufacturing 

processes to ensure sustainability whilst delivering best value. We have 

always aimed to make stylish and durable floors with the lowest possible 

impact on the environment, and have never had to compromise quality 

or performance in order to comply with legislation or meet 

environmental requirements. 

Karndean Designflooring is a member of the Green Building Councils of 

Australia and New Zealand and complies with their requirements under 

GreenStar. All Karndean products and accessories are manufactured in 

facilities certified to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management and ISO 

9001 Quality Management International Standards. Our approach is 

based on the use of recycled materials in our floor coverings and 

ensuring that the finished product is suitable for recycling if required. 

What’s more…
• All of our packaging is made using recycled material, which we 

continually review to ensure that it is environmentally friendly and fit 

for purpose

• We use individual logistical solutions to efficiently and effectively 

transport our products

• Our storage facilities use high density racking to maximise capacity and 

minimise impact

• Our offices are introducing innovative energy saving techniques

• We are members of the Green Building Council Australia (GBCA) and 

Green Building Council New Zealand (NZGBC)

• Our products qualify for eco-points towards GreenStar building 

projects

• All of our adhesives are water based, solvent-free, have low VOC 

emissions and are GreenTag certified

GreenStar GreenTag™ certified 
The majority of Karndean luxury vinyl ranges are fully certified to Global 

GreenTag, the third party multi-criteria, consensus based and externally 

verified Type 1 eco-labelling program. This is one of the largest product 

sustainability certification systems in Australasia and the only certification 

mark approved by the Australian Competition and Consumer 

Commission (ACCC). 

GreenTag comprises two certification systems and the majority of 

Karndean Designflooring luxury vinyl is certified under both.
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LCARate™ 
Life Cycle Analysis is for all 

products and all rating tools that 

engage LCA with separate output 

called an Environmental Product 

Declaration (EPD), which is a 

summary LCA report used for 

certain credits in some rating tools 

for GreenStar. 

GreenRate™ 
GreenRate is a straight Type 1 eco 

label developed to meet the 

requirements of specific green 

building rating tools. It includes 

indoor environmental air quality: 

volatile organic compounds 

compliant (IEQ VOC) and reduced 

exposure to pollutants. GreenRate 

is offered in three levels of quality 

from Level ‘C’ up to Level ‘A’ 

relevant to GreenStar in Australia 

and New Zealand. 

Karndean Designflooring LVT 

ranges and adhesives are fully 

certified under GreenStar 

GreenRate Level ‘A’, plus under 

international FloorScore Indoor Air 

Quality Certification for low 

emitting VOC’s. Also certified to 

LCARate “silver streamline”. 

Learn more and 
download Karndean 
Designflooring’s 
GreenTag certificates on 
our website.

Visit karndean.com/eco.

Manufactured to ISO 9001

The future
Our continued product innovation focuses on 

reducing our environmental impact and complying 

with environmental legislation and recognized 

certifications worldwide. Our aim is to remain the 

leading supplier of LVT flooring and to have a 

market-leading environmental record of 

achievement through the development of 

sustainable products and processes. 
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Warm Ash RKP8103*

(pg 23)

(pg 6, 24)

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104*

(pg 27)

Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112

1420mm x 225mm (56" x 9")

Korlok at a glance Thickness: 6.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.50 mm

Bevel: Micro

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101

(pg 13, 26)
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Natural Blackbutt RKP8121

(pg 11, 19)

(pg 10, 18)

Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120

(pg 11)

Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106

Frosted Acacia RKP8201

(pg 13)

Texas White Ash RKP8105

(pg 22)

Grey Brushed Oak RKP8216

(pg 15)

Washed Butternut RKP8108

(pg 11-21)

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

(pg 25)

Shadow Oak RKP8203

(pg 14)

Silver Barnwood RKP8208

(pg 15)

Nimbus Oak RKP8205

(pg 8, 14)

Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119

(pg 10, 17)

Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118

(pg 16, 56)

Light Barnwood RKP8207

(pg 15)

Stained Acacia RKP8213

(pg 13)

Carbon Oak RKP8210

(pg 14)



1220mm x 180mm (48" x 7")

Van Gogh at a glance Thickness: 6.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.50 mm

Bevel: Micro

Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T*

(pg 30, 47)

new

Honey Oak SCB-VGW94T

(pg 44)

new

Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T

(pg 41)

new

Ebony SCB-VGW89T

(pg 46)

new

(pg 36)

Birch SCB-VGW84T

new

(pg 39)

Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T*

new

Country Oak SCB-VGW81T

(pg 33, 34)

new

Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T

(pg 37)

new

Hessian Oak SCB-VGW93T

(pg 38)

new

Rimu SCB-VGW49T

(pg 43)

new

Classic Oak SCB-VGW86T

(pg 35)

new

Frosted Birch SCB-VGW83T

(pg 40)

new

Lancewood SCB-VGW44T

(pg 42)

new
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White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T

new

(pg 45)

Imagery and Design Reproduction

Photography and print cannot always produce a perfect representation of our products. This includes colour, pattern variation and installation 
elements used. For this reason we strongly recommend obtaining a product sample and where possible viewing a larger sample in-store. We also 
recommend visiting our website for information on installation, after care and product selection: www.karndean.com/advice
We love developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs which means that sometimes products are withdrawn at short notice. We hate 
to disappoint and will work with you to find an alternative design. Please contact Customer Services for more information.

* Please note that as a feature of the design these products incorporate a high colour variation between individual planks.
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Contact us...

*Calls may be recorded for training and quality purposes.

www.karndean.com

Karndean Designflooring  
835 Stud Road Knoxfield, Victoria 3180 

Call us on: 
AUS: 1800 331 170* 
NZ: 0800 442 101*

Email us: 
customerservice@karndean.com.au 
customerservice@karndean.co.nz

Follow us online and see what we’ve been up to:

http://
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